Yamagami’s Landscape Design Services
Before the first vIsit: Clients will fill out a landscape design survey. The survey is
designed to better understand the client’s wishes and thus assist in choosing
appropriate plants for their space. The survey is for clients who request a home visit
and can be conducted in person or over the phone.
The first visit: Cost of the first visit is $200. The client and designer will tour the
intended design area, and discuss plant suggestions based on the survey. This visit
will take at least an hour, but will not exceed two hours. A quote based on estimated
square footage will be emailed to the client. Half of the initial $200 fee ($100) will be
subtracted from the price of the quote if the client decides to move forward with the
quote. The client will also receive an email copy of the suggested plant list upon receipt
of payment for quote.
Pricing: The cost is based on square footage of the proposed landscape area. The
minimum cost is $250 for the first 100 square feet. Each successive 100 square feet is
$125. A voucher for 20% off plant material will also be issued to design clients who
wish to purchase plants from Yamagami’s. The voucher is valid for 90 days, starting
with the client’s first purchase. Voucher is good for live plant material only and
excludes sod.
The Contract: Once the client agrees to the quoted landscape design service price,
the designer will plan a second visit to obtain signatures on the contract and accurately
measure the site. Payment for design services will also be collected at this time.
Client Expectations: The client should expect one professionally drafted landscape
design plan drawn to scale that can be easily followed by a landscape contractor, or
home gardener. Upon receipt of the plan, client will be issued the 90 day 20% discount
voucher.

